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Preface
in early 2008 the Centre for Civic Governance at the Columbia Institute 
began to research initiatives that local governments in British Columbia are 
undertaking to develop and ultimately strengthen their local economies. This is a 
topic of interest to many locally elected officials, especially those from resource-
dependent communities.

Since work on this project began, things have changed dramatically around 
the world, including in British Columbia. In the fall of 2008, the US financial 
market collapsed, sending shockwaves throughout Canada and the world and 
affecting almost every aspect of the global economy. At the time of writing, the 
crisis is still unfolding. Stories about how another industry is being hurt by the 
crisis, whether in the manufacturing sector, forestry, mines or tourism, continue 
to emerge. Such stories provide evidence for the need to support the strenghten-
ing of local economies.

Prior to the collapse, a number of communities in British Columbia were 
already bracing themselves for hard times. The pine beetle epidemic and rising 
fuel prices were having an impact on local economies everywhere, especially 
those reliant on the forestry sector. Now, the effects of volatile commodity prices, 
declining demand for BC goods and rising unemployment are exacerbating what 
was already a difficult situation. In this time of turmoil, only one thing is cer-
tain—we are entering a new economic era.

As British Columbia faces a new economic future, there is no doubt that local 
governments and community leaders will be asking themselves what they can do 
to help support their local economies and protect quality of life in their commu-
nities. The twelve stories we have gathered here provide some examples.

Our aim is that this publication will give locally elected officials the informa-
tion they need to imagine and work towards building more resilient, self-suffi-
cient local economies.

Charley Beresford
Executive Director
Centre for Civic Governance
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Introduction 1

all local officials are concerned with how the economies of the towns 
and cities they serve are doing. It might seem obvious, but without a function-
ing local economy, communities suffer. With the rise of sustainability as a key 
issue, local governments have started to question the idea that economic growth 
for growth’s sake is good. Instead, forward-looking local leaders are starting to 
advocate and encourage economic development that also produces qualitative 

Canada’s national landscape is populated by a complex mosaic of urban and 
rural regions, cities, towns, villages and neighbourhoods, each with its own eco-
nomic story. Over the last few decades, some communities have faced prolonged 

-
edented growth.

Global factors such as globalization and shifting markets are often the main 
factors pointed to when explaining why some local economies are doing better 
than others. However, research into local economies shows that global shifts 
alone fail to explain the divergent economic realities faced by communities. 
Local economies are also affected by local factors such as local identities and cul-
tural and natural environments, as well as population dynamics.1 Naturally, how 
a community responds to global and local changes and whether that response is 
effective is conditioned by a number of internal variables.2 A community’s local 
leadership, history, institutions and internal and external networks can all affect 
its capacity to respond to change.

In this guide, we have brought together examples of local governments in Brit-
ish Columbia that are working to strengthen and take control of their local econ-
omies.3 To help us understand and compare the cases, we have used a framework 
based on Community Economic Development (ced) principles. These principles 
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form the elements for establishing a resilient community. ced focuses on proac-
tive actions, participation, local capacity building and long-term sustainability.

The twelve case studies all highlight practical local economic development 
tools that are rooted in ced principles. We discuss how these principles have 
been applied and the outcomes communities have seen as a result. The cases 
come from communities of various sizes, from different parts of the province and 
with various asset bases, but they all have one thing in common: the drive and 
the leadership to take their communities down a path towards self-sufficiency.

Over the next few years, cities, towns and regions in British Columbia and 
Canada will be making important decisions about their local economies. The 
current economic turmoil, volatile commodity prices and the pine beetle epi-
demic threaten the economic health of many communities across British Colum-
bia. How will communities deal with these challenges? What approaches will 
they take? What will their visions of healthy local economies include? These are 
some of the questions we address in this publication.
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Understanding the Local Economy
although it’s become more and more common to talk about the “local 
economy,” it’s not always clear what we mean by this term. To help understand 
the meaning of “local economy” we have broken down the term into two con-
cepts: “local” and “economy,” beginning with the idea of the local.

Lately it seems that everyone is talking about local: local food, local busi-
nesses, local services…the list goes on. Some people like to think of local in 
terms of bioregionalism, or naturally defined regions such as watersheds, soil or 
terrain type. The truth is that perceptions of localness vary, especially when talk-
ing about different commodities. Local energy might mean energy that is devel-
oped within our province, whereas local food often means food cultivated in the 
region where we live. The local scale speaks to our understanding of commu-
nity and place. Although distance must enter into our strategic vision, the idea of 
local tends to reflect our ideas about community and the shared benefits we reap 
when we work on building our communities.

The word “economy” refers to the processes of production, consump-
tion, exchange and distribution of goods and services. Generally we speak of 
the “global economy” or the “national economy,” though recently the idea of 
the “local economy” or a “community economy” has become popular. Think-
ing about our economies at the local level means focusing on how goods and 
services are produced, consumed, exchanged and distributed in the places we 
live—be they a cities, towns or regional districts—and how these systems might 
be improved. How does money enter the local economy? How does it leave the 
community? Are the local economic systems serving our collective interests? 
How can we strengthen the local economy? These are all questions we might ask 
when looking at our local economy.
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The economic Base moDel
Local economies function within broader national and provincial economies. 
While some people might espouse the goal of self-sufficiency when discussing 
the local economy, the fact is that for now, all local economies rely on relation-
ships with external markets. The trick, however, is to learn how to keep more 
money within the local economy, thereby moving towards self-sufficiency.

All communities have finite resources. However, some communities may have 
certain commodities, or may provide specific services that others cannot provide 
as efficiently. Many communities tend to specialize in providing very specific 
goods and services. Usually economic specialization grows out of community-
specific features such as geography, climate, access to markets, labour skills and 
other factors. For example, no BC community grows bananas, but many produce 
lumber products. Therefore, BC communities import bananas and sometimes 
export lumber products.

By exporting products and services and engaging in what is known as pri-
mary economic activities, communities earn income that can then be used for 
local spending on products and services intended for local consumption or for 
reinvestment in human, social, physical and ecological capital. Thus, a commu-
nity’s external revenues from exports and other sources, such as retirement sav-
ings and social assistance, allow for the establishment of services intended for 
local consumption—what are known as secondary economic activities, such as 
daycare, restaurants and construction. These are the main principles of the eco-
nomic base model.

leaky BUckeTs anD mUlTiplieRs
While external investments and the exportation of goods and services pay for the 
local economy and allow it to develop, the problem many communities face is 
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keeping that money circulating in the community by spending it on local goods 
and services for as long as possible. When money stays in the community and 
is used for local products and services, the community can maximize the ben-
efits of spending. In fact, for each dollar injected into the economy, as many as 
three or four may be earned by local residents before the money escapes, through 
leaks, from the local economy.4 This multiplication of earnings from continuous 
local spending is known as the economic multiplier effect, and the loss of cir-
culating revenues due to external spending is sometime called the leaky bucket 
syndrome.5

The Progressive Economics Foundation of the United Kingdon has been 
looking at how communities can improve their local economies. Key to their 
approach is finding ways to make the language of the local economy more acces-
sible to people. The Foundation describes a community as a bucket and a healthy 
economy as a bucket full of water. When the community’s bucket is full of water, 
it means that the economy has a high degree of employment, local services and 
economic opportunities. However, as with all economies, the bucket leaks. 
These leaks are due to imports of goods and services from outside the commu-
nity. To reduce these leaks and keep more money circulating in the local econ-
omy, communities can attempt to increase their exports relative to their imports. 
Alternatively, a community can attempt to plug the leaks by making local ser-
vices and products more competitive, thus limiting imports. Of course, commu-
nities can never completely avoid leaks, because some things will always have 
to be imported (such as bananas to British Columbia), at least if one expects to 
maintain a desirable standard of living. Therefore, to keep the economy sustain-
able and healthy, communities must maintain a fine balance between exports, 
imports and local economic development.

“When money stays in the community and is used for local products 
and services, the community can maximize the benefits of spending.”
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local economies anD sUsTainaBiliTy
Efforts to strengthen local economies and support local businesses can also help 
achieve sustainability goals. Indeed, the goal of moving towards environmen-
tal sustainability and social equality compels us to consider how our economic 
system works. Do our economic activities help or hinder our ability to protect 
the environment and protect quality of life? Do our economic activities build on 
our strengths as a community? What happens inside our economic bucket?

Locally elected officials recognize these connections. In early 2008 staff at 
the Columbia Institute’s Centre for Civic Governance surveyed locally elected 
officials throughout British Columbia. We asked the question, “What are the 
three most pressing issues that need to be addressed in order for your commu-
nity to become an inclusive, sustainable community?” For a number of officials, 
becoming an inclusive, sustainable community meant addressing their local 
economy. Self-sufficiency, sustainable use of natural resources, diversity, forestry 
and the development of secondary manufacturing all made their lists.6

Supporting and growing the local economy can also indirectly bolster sus-
tainability goals. A strong local economy leads to a broader and larger tax base 
for local governments, and greater tax revenue means more funds for local gov-
ernments to carry out other initiatives.
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Local Governments and Local  
Economies in British Columbia
when it comes to strengthening local economies, local governments face a 
number of constraints. For one, the traditional models of economic development 
that have shaped British Columbia—namely a reliance on staples—have made 
communities overly dependent on natural resources. In addition, local govern-
ments lack many of the resources and legislative authority needed to shape their 
economic future. Despite these constraints, however, many local governments 
are addressing the issue of local economic development in their communities by 
finding ways to encourage diverse economic growth and plugging the leaks in 
the economic bucket.

sTaples economies
In Canada, especially in the Western provinces, when it comes to economic 
development, policy-makers have historically focused on staple resources such 
as fish, lumber, metals and minerals. For British Columbia, a province endowed 
with abundant natural resources, the staple economy has shaped the prov-
ince. All across British Columbia, towns and regions grew out of a demand for 
resources and the development of Canada’s resource-based economy.

The problem with the staple model is that communities can become overly 
dependent on external demand for the resources they extract and export. Things 
may be going fine when there is sufficient demand, but when demand falters, 
the effects on communities can be devastating. This model of development is not 
very sustainable.

Tools anD insTRUmenTs availaBle To local goveRnmenTs
Local governments are often called the level of government closest to the people. 
Locally elected officials often have an intimate understanding of the issues 
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affecting their communities. They see first-hand how an external factor affects 
the well-being of citizens, whether that factor is a booming housing market, 
unemployment or cuts to social services.

Unfortunately, Canada’s political structures fail to recognize that local gov-
ernments are the best positioned to find solutions to the challenges communi-
ties face. In the case of local economies, senior levels of government often make 
the most important decisions, whether they concern a trade agreement, deregu-
lation or infrastructure. Although local governments feel the impacts of these 
decisions, they very rarely have a meaningful say in their design.

To make matters even more difficult, local governments are forced to rely on 
property taxes to generate revenue needed to fund the services and infrastruc-
ture that support economic activity. This means that local governments only 
receive about eight cents of every tax dollar raised in Canada.

In 2004 the federal government established the External Advisory Commit-
tee on Cities and Communities.7 As part of its mandate, the committee sought 
to develop a vision for the role that Canada’s communities and cities would play 
in sustaining Canada’s prosperity and meeting the challenges of the twenty-first 
century. The committee found that current government arrangements impede 
the ability of Canadian cities and communities to respond effectively to chal-
lenges. One of the committee’s recommendations was for a double devolution—a 
shift in resources and responsibilities away from the federal government to pro-
vincial and territorial governments and from provincial and territorial govern-
ments to local governments.

Until this devolution occurs, however, local governments will have to find 
ways to support their local economies with the tools and instruments they have 
at their disposal. Even so, local governments have shown that despite the con-
straints they face, they are able to make a positive difference.

“Local governments have a number of tools and instruments that 
they can use to support local economic development.”
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Local governments have a number of tools and instruments they can use to 
support local economic development. Researcher Michael Jacobs identifies four 
categories of tools and instruments available to local governments: regulation, 
voluntary instruments, expenditures and financial incentives.8 The first two cat-
egories of policy tools (regulations and voluntary instruments) do not necessarily 
require extensive monetary support. However, the latter two (expenditure and 
financial incentive) can be costly for local governments and the community resi-
dents they represent. All these instruments can be used in conjunction with one 
another. Use of these tools requires a vision, creativity, outside-the-box thinking, 
determination and perseverance.

Regulations Local governments can legally regulate certain activities  
 in order to discourage negative activities and encourage  
 positive activities.

 Governments issue licences and permits and create standards  
 that address everything from zoning to rent control.

 Too much regulation can burden and create inefficiencies.   
 Lack of regulation can produce similar results.

 Some regulatory arrangements are flexible and allow for  
 alternative arrangements. For example, with density bonusing,  
 developers are allowed to increase density in exchange for  
 some sort of compensation to the community.

local DevelopmenT 
policy Tools DescRipTion
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Voluntary Instruments Voluntary instruments aim for cooperation from residents

 With voluntary instruments, governments often  
 lead by example.

 Informational and educational campaigns are  
 examples of voluntary instruments geared towards  
 shifting public behaviors.

 Community buy-in can be achieved by working  
 with existing networks.  

Expenditures/ Local governments spend money on a number of  
Buying Power goods and services. 

 Local governments can influence the local economy  
 through the money they spend.

 Local governments have the ability to influence  
 local businesses through local procurement strategies.

 Local governments can establish their own community  
 businesses and public corporations (these may or may  
 not be monopolies).

Financial Incentives Pricing and monetary incentives can shift consumption  
 patterns and influence behavior.

 Local governments can offer financial incentives through  
 pricing, taxes, subsidies, grants and rebates.

 Pricing and taxes can provide revenues that can be  
 reinvested into community projects.

local DevelopmenT 
policy Tools DescRipTion
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Community Economic Development:  
Focusing on the Process
there is an impressive body of research that looks at how communi-
ties can develop their economies. This research forms the basis of an approach 
called community economic development (ced). ced does not prescribe a set of 
rules for how communities should proceed; rather, it’s a continuous, grassroots 
improvement process that aims to create a more resilient local economy. In this 
publication, we have used ced as the lens through which we understand the case 
studies.

The Centre for Sustainable Community Development at Simon Fraser Uni-
versity offers this definition of ced: “A process by which communities can ini-
tiate and generate their own solutions to their common economic problems, 
and thereby build long-term community capacity and foster the integration of 
economic, social, and environmental objectives.” While ced focuses on the eco-
nomic fortunes of a community, it also looks at qualitative aspects such as qual-
ity of life and social equality.

ceD pRinciples
ced emphasizes the community. As a process, ced focuses on ongoing, commu-
nity-based strategic planning. For communities and local governments looking to 
take control of their local economies, ced offers eight basic principles, or build-
ing blocks, that may help guide their efforts. These principles should form the 
core of local economic development plans and strategies. As we were selecting 
our case studies, we sought stories of BC communities that were putting these 
principles into action.
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Collective Action Questions the historic top-down “technocrats know best” 
(Community Building)  decision–making

 Focuses on communal idea sharing and understanding  
 of local needs and barriers

  Supports active local citizen involvement in all stages of  
 development initiatives

 Works to establish local capacity for communities to  
 understand and resolve local issues via local  
 relationship building

  example: City of Revelstoke

Localization and Self- Emphasizes true local control over the local economy  
Reliance (Local  and participation of all members of the community  
Participation/Ownership)  in decision making

  Builds on local strengths that further increase skill  
 development and creativity

  Accepts the notion of interdependence among  
 communities at the regional, national and international levels  
 while pushing for a reduction in external decision making  
 and dependence

  Usually entails policies that support economic diversification,  
 minimization of local economic leakages and maximization  
 of local production and consumption

ceD pRinciples DescRipTion
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 continued . . . Is not protectionist or isolationist, but rather is an  
 empowering instrument for communities to establish  
 economic and social fairness through processes  
 that support pride in community ownership

  example: The Saltspring Island local currency

Lower Environmental Refers to reductions in ecological footprints  
Impact or of consumption and waste

  Happens through waste reduction and reusing,  
 as well as recycling techniques and strategies

  example: Carbon credits program in the District of Saanich

Asset-Based Development Stresses the importance of an economic strategy that  
 focuses on and highlights the strengths and resources,  
 rather than weaknesses, of community assets

  Supports local skill development, local organizations,  
 local institutions, local culture and the local environment

  example: Parksville and Qualicum Beach Business Assistance  
 for Successful Enterprise program

   

ceD pRinciples  DescRipTion
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Policy Capacity Building Refers to the ability of policy-makers to effectively  
 formulate and deliver public policies

  Supports an increased capacity for public policy information

  Supports public participation and input in  
 public policy decisions

  Allows local leadership to initiate and support local projects

  example: City of Quesnel

Building/Supporting Supports networks that are fundamental  
Internal and to the construction of new social institutions 
External Networks

  Internal networks: the active attitudes of local residents,  
 solidarity, free and easy communication, strong local  
 leadership and inclusion

  External networks: cultural, social, political and  
 economic connections and interactions between  
 different localities and their people

  example: The Circle Farm Tour in the Fraser Valley

ceD pRinciples DescRipTion
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Social Equity/ Refers to the lowering of inequality in income distribution,  
Poverty Reduction  as well as to equity related to treatmentand access to  
 opportunities

  Focuses on more vulnerable, at-risk populations,  
 such as children, lone-parent families, newcomers, people  
 with disabilities, seniors and other marginalized populations

  Supports reductions of both relative and absolute  
 poverty measures

  example: The Osoyoos Indian Band

ceD pRinciples  DescRipTion

There are a number of organizations addressing local economic development 
in British Columbia and Canada. Here are some organizations you may wish to 
contact:

The Canadian Community Economic Development Network (ccednet): A 
national, member-led organization committed to strengthening Canadian com-
munities. www.ccednet-rcdec.ca

Economic Development Association of British Columbia (edabc): A provincial 
association of economic development practitioners dedicated to providing ser-
vices that support the activities, profile and development of its members and 
their economic development goals. www.edabc.com
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The sfu Centre for Sustainable Community Development (cscd): The Centre 
provides research, training and advisory services throughout British Columbia 
and Canada, as well as internationally, on sustainability and community eco-
nomic development. www.sfu.ca/cscd

Community Futures British Columbia: Fosters entrepreneurship in rural British 
Columbia through business programming, economic development, counselling 
and loan provisioning. www.communityfutures.ca

EcoPlan International (epi): A multidisciplinary firm of planners, economists 
and decision analysts with global experience in strategic planning, decision sup-
port, training, local economic development, community planning, resource and 
environmental planning and tourism. www.ecoplan.ca

Enterprising Non-profits Program: Supports the development and growth of 
social enterprises. www.enterprisingnonprofits.ca
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Some Common Lessons
local economic development is not easy. It takes leadership and requires 
a certain amount of risk taking. Community initiatives struggle with issues of 
timeliness, relevance and measurability, yet economic conditions change all the 
time. From our research and our interviews with those working to strengthen 
the local economies of their communities, some common lessons emerged.

Although reactive economic responses are certainly needed when a com-
munity faces a crisis, proactive initiatives are more likely to be effective than 
reactive ones. For proactive action to be possible, it is important for local govern-
ments to be in tune with the community. When economic development schemes 
proceed without community buy-in, they quickly lose their relevance to the 
population, and economic development organizations become out of touch with 
the communities they serve. Those who oversee economic development must be 
good organizers and communicators. The primary role of economic development 
officers is as liaisons between various community groups, stakeholders and local 
government.

Just as community buy-in is important, so is accountability. Usually, local 
economic development offices produce economic plans with set goals and mea-
surable outcomes that need to be regularly updated. These plans and reports 
measure both the performance of the organization and the general health of the 
local economy.

At the same time, local governments have to be sure that they don’t just 
establish economic development offices or corporations as token gestures. With-
out making local economic development and sustainability principles the basis 
of all local government operations, the desired goals are unlikely to be achieved. 
It is also important that the roles and responsibilities of economic development 
offices and their staff be clearly defined.
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Not surprisingly, many economic development initiatives often depend on 
external funding. Most local governments simply do not have the financial abil-
ity to fund all of the initiatives they may need or want. As it stands, local govern-
ments, with their limited revenue sources, often scramble to balance the books 
while providing reasonable levels of public services. Understandably, the com-
munities that are most in need of local economic development often do not have 
access to the initial capital required to start the strategic planning process. Even 
if the initial funding for planning is found, governments may still struggle to find 
the funds for implementation, which can be even more costly.

Therefore, local economic development programs are often dependent on 
grants or other one-time financial transfers from senior levels of government, 
rendering many programs financially unstable. In the face of these realities, 
communities have started to explore ways to raise economic development funds 
internally, for example through community bonds.

Local economic development processes are not ends in themselves, but rather 
a means to a better community for all. In this way, funding alone cannot solve all 
the problems of traditional, top-down economic development policies that have 
largely failed. Funding is only part of puzzle. More important is adherence to the 
basic principles laid out by ced: participation, inclusion, diversity and creativity.

Inevitably, local economic development is about partnerships and coopera-
tion. Historically, one of the most important partnerships for local governments 
has been with senior levels of government. However, given the current political 
climate, some local governments are looking for other partnerships and other 
innovative ways to support their local economy. The case studies that follow 
highlight some creative initiatives from around British Columbia.



case studies
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Economic Development Corporations
in addressing the challenge of local economic development, local gov-
ernments commonly establish an economic development office. Often these 
organizations operate at arm’s-length from the local government and have their 
own staff and mandate.

Economic development offices can undertake any number of initiatives, from 
engaging the community in long-term visioning to providing coaching services 
to establishing a community forestry corporation. There really are no limits on 
what community economic development offices are capable of.

This section showcases the work of four economic development offices in four 
different communities.

· Learn how the Salmon Arm Economic Development Society (saeds) used  
jeans to market and promote strategic investment, and learn why and how 
saeds is dealing with affordable housing as an economic development issue.

· Find out how the Revelstoke Economic Development Commission (redc)  
was started. Discover the successes of the Revelstoke downtown revitalization, 
the establishment of a community forest and efforts to sustainably preserve  
local history and culture.

· Read on to find out about the Harvard Project on American Indian Economic 
Development and its focus on First Nations’ economic self-reliance, and how  
the project led to the creation of the Osoyoos Indian Band Development  
Corporation (oibdc) and inspired a socio-economic transformation.

· Explore the efforts of the Quesnel Community and Economic Development  
Corporation (qcedc) to deal with the pine beetle epidemic and the ways in 
which the community has come together to tackle this challenge. See how 
qcedc is looking to diversify the local economic base of the traditionally  
forestry-dependent community.
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The ciTy oF salmon aRm
Many local governments in British Columbia have some sort of economic devel-
opment office that works to support and encourage economic activities within 
their jurisdictions. A good example of one such municipality is the City of 
Salmon Arm.

Located on the shores of Shuswap Lake, this north Okanagan community 
provides great amenities and year-round activities for those looking to invest, 
live, work or relax in Salmon Arm. However, amenities alone are not enough 
to attract the right investment. This well-situated, community, blessed by natu-
ral beauty, has recognized that in today’s competitive economic environment, it 
needs an organization that will coordinate efforts to promote Salmon Arm.

The Salmon Arm Economic Development Society (saeds) is an arm’s-length 
organization funded by the City of Salmon Arm through business-licence rev-
enues. Formed in 1998 and governed by a community-based board of directors, 
the society provides two independent program services:

1. Economic Development Society
The Economic Development Society is responsible for the economic promotion 
of Salmon Arm. It supports and sponsors local employment initiatives in the 
community.

2. Business Development Program
Through business coaching, the Business Development Program helps estab-
lished and growing businesses in the community in matters of business sustain-
ability and expansion. (This program is virtually identical to the base program 
in Parksville; see that story for more information.)
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In 2007 saeds initiated two creative and highly progressive programs, the 
More Money in Your Jeans Marketing Campaign and the Salmon Arm Afford-
able Housing Project.

More Money in Your Jeans Marketing Campaign
saeds has long recognized that Salmon Arm’s geography and transportation 
access to markets in British Columbia and Alberta make it a very enticing com-
munity to invest in. The question saeds faces is how best to communicate 
this message to perspective investors, particularly when many other commu-
nities are trying to do exactly same thing. After some consultation, the people 
at saeds came up with the idea of making jeans with Salmon Arm logos and 
labels. The labels on the jeans directed people to a website that contained infor-
mation about the community. The funding for this campaign came from a joint 
venture between the City of Salmon Arm and Western Economic Diversification 
Canada.

saeds mailed the Salmon Arm jeans to selected businesses in nearby com-
munities. The campaign targeted businesses in places experiencing labour short-
ages and skyrocketing business costs, such as Calgary, Edmonton, Red Deer 
and Vancouver. The campaign was also selective in the industries it targeted. 
It focused on industries that were known to produce spinoff benefits (e.g., light 
manufacturing).

The campaign asked investors to “try Salmon Arm on for size”9 and pitched 
Salmon Arm as a hardworking, practical and attractive community—like a pair 
of Canadian-made jeans. The jeans were an ideal hook to lead investors to the 
specially created website that simply and succinctly explained why investing in 
Salmon Arm would put more money in investors’ pockets.

The campaign was a major success. New business start-ups and branch plants 
opened their doors in Salmon Arm, citing the campaign as the main reason for 
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their choice. saeds estimated that over two hundred new jobs and millions of 
dollars in direct and indirect investments were put into the community as a 
result of this “fit perfect” campaign.

Affordable Housing Project
In deciding where to locate, businesses are interested in more than just taxes 
and infrastructure. Increasingly, businesses are also interested in quality of life 
and places that provide social and cultural activities. Businesses are also looking 
for jurisdictions that are open and responsive to their and their workers’ diverse 
needs.

saeds identified housing affordability as one of the barriers to investment and 
economic growth in Salmon Arm. In response, saeds spearheaded a research ini-
tiative and a proposal to address the issue of housing affordability in the region.

One may not think of it this way, but affordable housing is fundamental for 
business. High housing costs usually result in high labour costs or labour short-
ages. In this way, high housings costs are often passed on to businesses. This is 
why saeds has been working on this issue since 2007.

In 2007 two summer students assisted with the production of an affordable 
housing report that identified the problem and proposed proactive strategies to 
address it. Community stakeholders and activists were brought together to pro-
vide critical input and recommendations about housing.

saeds’s Affordable Housing Project did more than just support collective 
community action. An Affordable Housing Committee was established to pursue 
the issue, secure initial funding from a local credit union for further action and 
raise awareness of the issue in the community. Moreover, saeds continues to 
apply for funding from major housing funders for its proposed affordable hous-
ing initiatives in hopes of reaching its objectives related to greater provision of 
housing options and other amenities, youth retention and business affordability. 

“SAEDS estimated that over two hundred new jobs and millions 
of dollars in direct and indirect investments were put into the   

community as a result of this “fit perfect” campaign.”
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The aim is to make Salmon Arm a more appealing place for employees and busi-
ness people to live and invest.

Thinking Outside the Box
Overall, saeds is a great example of an economic development organization that 
is thinking “outside the box” to mediate and solve local issues that are impact-
ing the community’s economic health. Like other economic development orga-
nizations, saeds does not have unlimited resources to implement everything it 
would like to. Despite these limitations, saeds has been able to make significant 
headway.

One of the main challenges for saeds and other economic development orga-
nizations is that they operate in an unclear political space. For them, the lines of 
responsibility are not always clear, and this often makes the work they do politi-
cally complicated. Because community economic development touches on so 
many issues—housing, transportation, tourism and land-use planning, to name 
a few—it can be difficult to know where the work of an economic development 
office begins and ends. For any municipality working to establish a new local 
economic development agency, one lesson offered by the experience of saeds is 
to be clear in identifying the roles and responsibilities of the organization.

FoR moRe inFoRmaTion

Salmon Arm Economic Development Society
www.salmonarmedc.com

Salmon Arm Business Development Program
www.salmonarmbdp.com

Salmon Arm “More Money in Your Jeans” Campaign

www.moremoneyinyourjeans.com
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The ciTy oF RevelsToke
With just over eight thousand residents, the City of Revelstoke is a mountain-liv-
ing paradise. Situated between the Monashee and Selkirk ranges, this community 
has easy access to both the Lower Mainland and Calgary via the Trans-Canada 
Highway. Revelstoke is renowned for its beautiful natural setting. It has fantastic 
glaciers, various streams and an abundance of wildlife. It is this natural setting 
that provides Revelstoke with a plethora of recreational opportunities such as 
cycling, hiking, water rafting and skiing, bringing in tourists and visitors every 
year. But if you look a little deeper, you may discover what truly makes the City 
of Revelstoke special: the pride the locals have in their community.

Like any other community, Revelstoke has its issues and struggles. From the 
perspective of community economic development, what makes Revelstoke par-
ticularly interesting the way this community chose to react to these issues. His-
torically, the main economic issue for Revelstoke has been boom-and-bust cycles, 
which have rocked the community. Revelstoke has been affected by swings in 
the railway, highway, hydro and tourism sectors.

Fortunately, Revelstoke also has a history of community-based achievement 
and socio-economic innovation. All of these innovations grew out of participa-
tion-based processes that focused on Revelstoke’s assets. Some examples include:

· downtown revitalization;

· Revelstoke Economic Development Commission (redc);

· the Revelstoke Community Futures Development Corporation;

· the Revelstoke Community Forest Corporation (rcfc);

· the Revelstoke Railway Museum;

· the Revelstoke Community Foundation (rcf); and

· the development of Mount Mackenzie Ski Area
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Downtown Revitalization
Today, downtown Revelstoke is a striking example of a compact, attractive, 
clean, historical, walkable and friendly city core. It is a textbook example of 
what a town core can be, as if someone had brought to life the plans from the 
how-to pages of an urban planning book. The two life–size, bronze grizzly bear 
statues greet visitors upon their arrival, and the rejuvenated historical Victorian 
building facades lure visitors into the shopping district. There is just so much 
architectural detail to observe and take in. The attractive green lamp posts with 
elaborate flower planters, the distinctive sidewalk brickwork and street signage, 
the lush trees along sidewalks (trees that are automatically watered by an under-
ground irrigation system) and the Rotary Club–sponsored ornate clock all help 
to create the kind of ambience that says this is not just a town core, it is the heart 
of the community.

It is hard to imagine that this downtown was born out of challenging eco-
nomic times, but that is exactly what happened. The economic recession in the 
mid-1980s brought about the need to diversify the economy. As part of its strat-
egy, the City decided to rejuvenate the downtown to appeal to both locals and 
visitors.

The change to the town core was gradual, starting in 1986 with a $2.8-mil-
lion investment from the city. Revitalization was a collective community initia-
tive both in the conceptual stages and during implementation.

As the downtown was revitalized, the aesthetic improvements started to spill 
into other parts of the city. More and more historical buildings started to receive 
coats of fresh paint. The Community Heritage Commission was established to 
oversee and coordinate the efforts of individual homeowners in rejuvenating 
their properties, as well as to support and advise the city in similar efforts.

“Revitalization was a collective community initiative both  
in the conceptual stages and during implementation.”
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Revelstoke Economic Development Commission (ReDc)
The mid-1980s also saw the creation of the Revelstoke Economic Development 
Commission (redc), one of the first economic development organizations in 
British Columbia. The organization was created and structured to oversee and 
support the city’s socio-economic initiatives.

Revelstoke Community Futures Development Corporation
Over the years the redc has worked in close cooperation with other partners 
such as the local chamber of commerce. One notable success of the commis-
sion was the establishment of the Community Futures office in Revelstoke in 
1987. Community Futures fosters entrepreneurship in rural British Columbia 
through business programming, economic development, counselling and loan 
provisioning.

Currently, the Revelstoke Community Futures office administers a $4.8-mil-
lion loan portfolio to help small and higher-risk local enterprises. The Commu-
nity Futures office also provides assistance and training for local entrepreneurs 
and investors.

Revelstoke Community Forest Corporation (RcFc)
The redc was also instrumental in the establishment of a community forest cor-
poration. During the late 1980s and early 1990s local mills were shutting down, 
and logs were being shipped elsewhere for processing. This practice frustrated 
the community. They strongly believed that if they could process logs locally, 
they could create good-paying jobs and support the local economy. Following an 
extensive community consultation process and a community-wide referendum 
that garnered 78 per cent approval, the city joined with three local mills to create 
the Revelstoke Community Forest Corporation (rcfc) in 1992. Jointly the four 
partners—the city and three local mill operators—invested $4 million.
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The Community Forest Corporation worked to purchase the local tree-farm 
licence and to process lumber locally. This not only supported local jobs, it also 
provided a great return on investments to local businesses and the city. With the 
help of the rcfc, the city now has more forestry-related jobs than it did in the 
1980s. rcfc has served as a model for many other forestry-reliant communities. 
The rcfc is committed to the strictest environmental protocols and is the prin-
ciples of sustainable forestry.

Revelstoke Railway Museum
Downtown revitalization and historic preservation also gave birth to new ideas 
for economic development. One of these ideas was to build the Revelstoke Rail-
way Museum to take advantage and showcase the importance of the Canadian 
Pacific Railway to the community and to western Canada.

In 1992 the Museum was built in a cooperative effort between the local, 
provincial and national governments, each providing one-third of the funds 
required. Today the museum sits on just over eleven acres of land provided pri-
marily by the city. The museum welcomes a substantial number of visitors, who 
flock from all over the world to see a most remarkable collection of locomotives, 
train cars and railway memorabilia. The railway museum is one of the most pop-
ular attractions in Revelstoke.

Revelstoke Community Foundation (RcF)
It is the collective action of the community that sets Revelstoke apart from 
other places. For a community of its size, Revelstoke has an unusually active and 
vibrant community foundation that fundraises and administers grants, scholar-
ships and charitable funds to deserving community members and programs. The 
goal of the rcf is to “improve the quality of life for the people of Revelstoke by 
distributing the earnings from a permanent, ever-growing pool of funds.”10
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Conclusion
Revelstoke is a community that has done much to support localization, be it in 
the retail or forestry sectors. To this day the City of Revelstoke is committed to 
keeping big-box stores away and supporting local small merchants, which don’t 
just generate more and better-paying local employment opportunities but also 
give Revelstoke the small-town charm that appeals to tourists, residents and 
investors.

The City of Revelstoke has done a great job focusing on its assets and using 
them to benefit all, be it in the resource industries or tourism. In the process 
of establishing various organizations and programs, the city has done much to 
support and build local internal networks and a highly involved civil society. By 
primarily focusing on the use of voluntary instruments and expenditures to influ-
ence the local economy, the City of Revelstoke has created a community that is 
often referred to as one of the most sustainable in British Columbia.

Of course, Revelstoke still faces many issues. Among them are the growing 
problems of skyrocketing housing costs, youth retention and the continuous 
need to continue to diversify the economy. However, the city government and 
the community are aware of these problems and are planning and working to 
address them.

To address housing costs, the city is in the process of developing a municipal 
housing strategy, to be followed by some type of municipal affordable housing 
provisions. To retain youth, the Economic Development Commission has entered 
into a partnership to develop the Mount Mackenzie Ski Area as a year-round des-
tination that will provide both further recreational opportunities and employ-
ment for local youth. The Economic Development Commission is also working 
to lure high-paying high-tech jobs into the community. Furthermore, the com-
mission is attempting to provide post-secondary choices within the community, 
providing the option for young people to stay and be educated at home. All of 

“In the process of establishing various organizations and programs, 
the city has done much to support and build local internal networks”
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these socio-economic initiatives simultaneously diversify the economy of Revel-
stoke, making it more buoyant and resilient.

FoR moRe inFoRmaTion

Revelstoke Economic Development Commission (ReDc)

www.cityofrevelstoke.com/edc-start.htm

Revelstoke Community Futures Development Corporation
www.revelstokecf.com

Revelstoke Community Forest Corporation (RcFc)
www.rcfc.bc.ca

Revelstoke Railway Museum
www.railwaymuseum.com

Revelstoke Community Foundation (RcF)
www.revelstokecf.com/communityfoundation

Revelstoke Mountain Resort
www.revelstokemountainresort.com
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The large sign outside the Osoyoos Indian Band office proudly and boldly pro-
claims that “Native People Have Always Worked for a Living!” As one approaches 
the band office just outside of the town of Oliver, the sign foreshadows the get-it-
done attitude on the Osoyoos Indian Band Reserve. With a reputation for being 
highly successful and well managed, the band is proud of its accomplishments 
and has received many awards. Yet this journey of socio-economic transforma-
tion has not been easy or quick for this Okanagan nation in south-central British 
Columbia.

The well-structured and well-planned strategy for social and economic revi-
talization has taken the Osoyoos Indian Band from a place of unemployment, 
welfare dependency, debt and financial instability in the mid-1980s to the world-
class operation it is today. The transformation has been truly incredible. Today, 
the Osoyoos Indian Band collectively owns nine major businesses and employs 
up to 1,200 people. The band has nearly full employment for its 460 members 
and employs other native and non-native locals in running its operations. The 
band’s corporate portfolio consists of retail stores, a construction company, 
a concrete mixing company, a championship golf course, campground and rv 
park, a resort and spa, vineyards and North America’s first Aboriginal winery. 
Additionally, the band has been able to purchase hundreds of acres of land to 
add to its land reserve, which currently contains 32,215 acres. The band has also 
invested in the social and cultural infrastructure on the reserve, supporting a 
preschool and daycare facility, a grade school with a gymnasium, a health and 
social services facility and a cultural centre. Moreover, the band actively seeks 
investments off reserve to diversify its already highly diverse business portfolio. 
How was this transformation possible?
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This story of transformation began in 1984 with the election of a young, 
knowledgeable and highly charismatic chief, Clarence Joseph Louie. Chief 
Louie, who at the time of his first term in office was only twenty-four years old, 
is a strong advocate for a work culture and institutions that reinforce the “self-
supporting lifestyle of our ancestors.” Chief Louie describes his philosophy and 
approach the following way: “Socio-economic development is the foundation 
for First Nation self-reliance; our communities need to become business minded 
and begin to create their own jobs and revenue sources, not just administer gov-
ernment programs that are often under-funded. Each of our First Nations must 
take back their inherent and rightful place in the economy of their territory.” To 
achieve this vision, the Osoyoos Band fully embraced what is known as the Har-
vard Project on American Indian Economic Development approach, established 
by sociologist Stephen Cornell.11

The Harvard Project, developed in the 1990s, is concerned with relation-
ships between economic development, governance principles and social well-
being within indigenous communities. This multi-pillar approach advocates for 
economic development that balances and supports the establishment of genuine 
self-government that is sustained by capable governing institutions and that is 
focused on development that culturally matches the needs of the community.

The Osoyoos Indian Band first worked on strengthening self-governance by 
putting people that exemplified leadership skills into positions of power. The 
power was never concentrated in the chief’s hands. The chief never had veto 
power and was always only one of the votes on the band’s council. The climate 
of collaboration and cooperation among the political leadership was helpful. The 
band council made itself accountable to the band members, who elected them 
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every two years. Moreover, the leadership was able to establish stable political 
conditions, which are crucial for investment.

From the beginning, Chief Louie made a point to do everything in his power 
to strengthen the political institutions on the reserve. This meant putting quali-
fied people in the right positions, such as in accounting and bookkeeping, and 
making them accountable with measurable performance indicators.

In 1988 the Osoyoos Indian Band Development Corporation (oibdc) was 
established with a mandate to provide strategic direction to the band council, 
manage the existing business activities and invest in and manage new economic 
opportunities. The oibdc was to be run independently, by trained and highly 
experienced professionals (even if it meant off-reserve individuals and those of 
non-aboriginal ancestry), at arm’s-length from potential political interference 
from the band’s council.

Although the council still has oversight over the oibdc’s activities, it does not 
micromanage the organization. In return, the oibdc ensures that its develop-
ment activities match the socio-cultural needs and wants of the band. This goes 
for all of the band’s activities. Governing institutions are based on support for 
and approval of the grassroots membership who legitimize and support the activ-
ities of both the oibdc and the band’s leadership. This means ongoing consulta-
tion and involvement of membership in the band’s activities. It is this legitimacy 
and “buy-in” from the membership that has made the Osoyoos Indian Band so 
successful and prosperous.

As of 2009 the oibdc manages the corporate investments of the band. The 
oibdc has been highly successful in establishing a climate that is supportive of 
business partnerships that make it possible for the band’s investments to grow. In 

“Governing institutions are based on support for and approval  
of the grassroots membership who legitimize and support the  

activities of both the OIDBC and the band’s leadership”
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return these investments provide employment, funding for socio-cultural needs 
and other infrastructure and stability and self-sufficiency. For example, the 
oibdc just entered into a partnership with the provincial government and the 
Mount Baldy Ski Area to further develop the local ski area.

The chief operating officer of the oibdc, Chris Scott (a business professional 
of non-aboriginal ancestry), is quick to explain that the oibdc does not exist in 
isolation and thus must work with other local government and market forces to 
better the region as a whole. Because the oibdc and the Osoyoos Indian Band 
are major regional players, the oibdc works with local municipal and regional 
authorities to synchronize strategic plans, such as the regional marketing and 
promotion plan. This can create win-win conditions for all parties. Scott further 
notes that the oibdc always works to promote its assets and to capitalize on 
opportunities that present themselves. Some of the many companies managed by 
oibdc are in fact partnerships with private investors and/or are joint ventures. 
For example, the Nk’Mip Cellars winery is a joint endeavor with Vincor Canada.

The Osoyoos Indian Band is careful to balance business needs with the ability 
to maintain and support its traditional culture and values. The establishment of 
the Nk’Mip Desert Cultural Centre is evidence of this commitment. This more 
holistic approach to development is also obvious in the oibdc motto, “In Busi-
ness to Preserve Our Past by Strengthening Our Future.” The oibdc understands 
that economic development is a process and not an outcome, a process that must 
continuously strive to improve. The oibdc approach to development incorpo-
rates dimensions that are not only economic in nature but also have social, cul-
tural and environmental components, which interact and support each other in 
the establishment of a healthy community. The social and cultural programs and 
services cannot exist without a healthy economy, and vice versa.

“The Osoyoos Indian Band is careful to balance business needs with the 
ability to maintain and supports its traditional culture and values.”
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Chief Louie argues that the Osoyoos Indian Band’s approach to development 
is not that revolutionary and that oibdc simply incorporates a hard-work ethic 
and principles of self-sufficiency that are traditional to First Nations peoples. 
By strengthening collective action, emphasizing self-reliance, focusing on asset-
based development and supporting internal and external networks, the Osoyoos 
Indian Band has established a winning formula for success.

FoR moRe inFoRmaTion

Osoyoos Indian Band Development Corporation
www.oibdc.com

Harvard Project on American Indian Economic Development
www.hks.harvard.edu/hpaied
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The ciTy oF qUesnel
It is hard to imagine a community that is going to be hit harder by the devasta-
tion of the mountain pine beetle infestation in British Columbia than the City of 
Quesnel. According to BC Stats, Quesnel is one of the least economically diverse 
communities in the province.12 In 2003, 43 per cent of all jobs in Quesnel were 
dependent on the forestry sector.13 With such high dependence on a single 
sector, Quesnel is highly vulnerable to the boom-and-bust cycles that impact all 
resource-dependent communities.

With the impending mountain pine beetle epidemic, the community seems 
to have two choices. One is to brace for impact by significantly cutting local gov-
ernment programs and services in the expectation that tax revenues will decline 
over the next ten years. The second is to take proactive actions by investing as 
quickly as possible in key sectors and services, and to diversify the economy in 
order to improve the quality of life for all residents. Quesnel has chosen the latter 
approach.

In the face of such a bleak economic prognosis, something incredible has hap-
pened in Quesnel. The community has come together, united behind the need to 
move forward. This is the story of how the residents of Quesnel are working col-
lectively to deal with the crisis, turning their unenviable situation into an oppor-
tunity to create a socio-economically more complete community.

The City of Quesnel, as well as other communities impacted by the pine 
beetle, struggled for years to have their concerns heard by senior levels of gov-
ernment. These efforts met with little success. Therefore, one of Quesnel’s first 
actions was to help formulate and join the Cariboo-Chilcotin Beetle Action 
Coalition (ccbac). The ccbac is a regional organization that was established to 
coordinate communication efforts with senior levels of government and oversee 
and support a regional approach to economic development and job creation. The 
organization supports the sharing of experiences and ideas and resource pooling, 
and works to improve the strength of communication messages.
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Since 2000 the city has had a subsidiary organization, the Quesnel Com-
munity and Economic Development Corporation (qcedc), overseeing economic 
development of the community. When the impacts of the mountain pine beetle 
epidemic started to become more obvious and concerning, the organization 
was well-positioned to lead through producing a business plan for community 
economic development. In establishing the plan, the qcedc brought together 
many concerned citizens and active local development groups such as the City of 
Quesnel, the Cariboo Regional District, the Community Futures Development 
Corporation of the North Cariboo, the Quesnel and District Chamber of Com-
merce and capital and labour groups. Discussions and a public consultation pro-
cess led in 2008 to a ten-year plan for a sustainable economic restructuring.

For years Quesnel invested in its social capital infrastructure, supporting 
community groups and grassroots organizations. The benefits of such invest-
ments can be seen in the number of business improvement associations that are 
established within the municipality (see the section on bias). It is very unusual 
for a community of Quesnel’s size, with fewer than ten thousand people, to have 
a bia. However, it is unprecedented for such a community to have three bias, 
as is the case in Quesnel. The city’s continued commitment to and support of 
community participation, self-reliance, and localization paid off. When it came 
to formulating a community business plan for a way forward out of the mountain 
pine beetle disaster, the community, building on its active citizen participation 
in policy decisions, rallied around the need to act in creative ways.

Visioning
Through visioning exercises, the community established socio-economic goals 
and action steps that were to be implemented over a ten-year time frame. Vision-
ing is a fundamental building block of any action plan because visions create the 
justifications for plans. As the community looked ten years ahead, it envisioned 

“For years Quesnel invested in its social capital infrastructure, 
supporting community groups and grassroots organizations.”
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Quesnel as a small city that was both beautiful and livable and that was capable 
of retaining and attracting skilled and educated workers and entrepreneurs.14 
The community saw the city as a leader in energy efficiency and municipal and 
industrial waste management that would both reduce pollution and create good-
paying jobs. The community saw Quesnel in ten years as the “woodsmart city” 
that would become the wood-product manufacturing centre for the province and 
would be known worldwide for sustainable and ecologically friendly forestry and 
forest products.

The community imagined the city, building on its strengths, as a key centre 
for metals and industrial material production and fossil fuel extraction, with 
a focus on technologies that would see the negative impacts of such industries 
minimized to the greatest degree possible. Moreover, the community saw many 
new opportunities for itself, such as becoming the leader in the wood-waste and 
wood-byproduct biofuels revolution. Taking advantage of affordable land, the 
community envisioned Quesnel as an area that would become a provincial leader 
in sustainable local agriculture and agroforestry. Finally, utilizing the assets of 
the city’s wilderness location, natural beauty and heritage, the community saw 
Quesnel in ten years as the rural tourism centre for the North Cariboo.

Action Plan
Such visioning was important to establish a destination for the city to reach in 
ten years. However, as important as the destination is, one will never arrive any-
where without taking steps and moving in the desired direction. This is why the 
qcedc’s municipal business plan is focused on step-by-step actions. The step-by-
step action plan includes detailed project proposals that include information on 
the required investments and estimates of employment-creation outcomes and 
other economic benefits.

“The community arrived at many intriguing ideas for action.”
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To establish the community action plan for community economic develop-
ment, the qcedc consulted the community again. Because of the established 
grassroots socio-economic development organizations in Quesnel, community 
members were highly knowledgeable and brought much insight and experience to 
the public policy discussions. In this process the qcedc played the role of facilita-
tor and assistant, enabling and aiding the community in arriving at an action plan 
through dialogue and negotiation. The process itself was fundamentally impor-
tant. As already noted, it improved the qcedc’s policy capacity for formulating 
new and creative development ideas. Moreover, public participation facilitated an 
important community dialogue, helping to strengthen the already strong internal 
and external links in the community. Most importantly, community participa-
tion added legitimacy to the process and created community buy-in to the visions, 
strategies, plans and actions. This is important because the community develop-
ment plan was not based on what residents thought the city ought to do in the 
moment of imminent crisis, but rather on what everyone collectively could, should 
and would do in order to move forward towards prosperity. By the end of the pro-
cess, from a list of more than one hundred possible projects, about fifteen were 
selected that were deemed to have the greatest immediate importance.

The community arrived at many intriguing ideas for action. Sector-specific 
investment from both private and public (from all three levels of government) sec-
tors in agriculture, forestry and tourism were suggested to keep and diversify the 
economic base. The plan calls for studies into various areas such as the viability 
of energy crops and audits of local waste streams to assess opportunities for creat-
ing bioproducts. Studies such as these can help to establish the business cases and 
road maps that will eventually be required for new investment to occur.

It was agreed that investment into government facilities and infrastruc-
ture was key to meeting the community’s aspirations of remaining a complete 
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Project funding approvals began by mid-2008. By January 2009 approxi-

mately $1.3 million in funding had been confirmed, and another $3.3 million 

community and retaining and attracting new residents, especially retirees and 
youth. This investment included support for the sporting centre, the arts and 
conference centre and the downtown and commercial area revitalization and 
beautification project. The action plan noted that public investment was also 
required in transportation infrastructure, particularly for major transportation 
corridors. As part of the transportation investment, the expansion of provincial 
Highway 97 would not only increase the movement of goods but would also go 
a long way to improving air quality by eliminating bottlenecks and traffic, and 
would create good-paying local jobs.

The list of strategies for economic development was long and detailed. recom-
mended that the city consider:

· development of the many available land sites to assist those looking  
to invest and build in the city;

· establishing a municipal energy and resource-recovery corporation to  
reduce costs and move the city on towards environmental sustainability;

· support the local tourism economy by finding a partner willing to provide hotel 
accommodations;

· incorporate water metering as a possible new revenue source for the city  
and as a way to help reduce water usage; and

· market the community, with a focus on local assets such as relatively  
low housing costs.
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in announcements were expected by March 2009. Funded projects include 
$150,000 for infrastructure improvements to the Quesnel Farmers’ Market, 
$370,000 to build a bulk water-metering system and $200,000 for community 
marketing. In parallel with these developments, during the November 2008 
civic election the Quesnel taxpayers approved a referendum supporting the dedi-
cation of $15 million of municipal funds towards a $30-million recreational and 
cultural centre.

It is incredibly difficult for a municipality to find the resources to invest in 
socio-economic and environmental initiatives in a time of impending economic 
downturn. For Quesnel, the support from the community for investment in a 
grassroots community economic business plan has made the process of invest-
ment less contentious and slightly easier for the public officials, who are in a 
challenging situation. qcedc has actively pursued loans, grants and other fund-
ing arrangements from senior levels of government and other sources, with some 
success. After years of a booming economy, Quesnel has generated much tax rev-
enue for both the provincial and federal governments. The community has been 
able to make a strong case that some of this money should be reinvested back in 
the community in times of economic uncertainty.

Next Steps
It remains to be seen if the qcedc will be able to find needed funding to under-
take all the projects identified. Most likely only some of the projects will be 
implemented. It is also unclear if the projects that are implemented will be able 
to deliver their desired impacts. What is clear is that the City of Quesnel has 
continued to do all that is in its jurisdictional powers, and financial abilities to 
address the issue of the mountain pine beetle epidemic.

“What is clear is that the City of Quesnel has continued to  
do all in its jurisdicional powers, and financial abilities  

to address the issue of the mountain pine beetle.”
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The City of Quesnel’s motto is “Courage, Abundance and Prosperity.” It is in 
these increasingly challenging socio-economic times that Quesnel has found the 
courage to not give up, to come together as a community and to formulate a busi-
ness plan for community economic development. In coming together, the com-
munity demonstrated an abundance of a community spirit of cooperation, just 
what is required to lead Quesnel to prosperity. With some luck and a lot of hard 
work, Quesnel’s vision of itself ten years from now as a prosperous and a sustain-
able place may be realized.

The City of Quesnel is a good example of social network–based community 
building, local participation and ownership in the community, and asset-based 
sustainable development. However, one wonders if Quesnel would have these 
features if it was not for the substantive economic challenge that bonded the 
community. During our conversations with those working on Quesnel’s plan, it 
was clear that they felt Quesnel’s ability to diversify its economy might have been 
made easier if it had started planning during good economic times.

FoR moRe inFoRmaTion

City of Quesnel
www.city.quesnel.bc.ca

Quesnel Community and Economic Development Corporation
www.quesnelcorp.com

Cariboo-Chilcotin Beetle Action Coalition
www.c-cbac.com
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Greening Up While Supporting  
Local Economic Development
policies and programs aimed at developing the local economy can also 
reinforce sustainability goals. This section features stories of local governments 
finding ways to both support their local economies and move towards a greener 
future.

One area over which local governments are able to exert a lot of influence 
is in core operational practices. This section features examples of local govern-
ments that are embedding sustainability into their daily operations. It explores 
tools such as local and sustainable procurement policies and alternative energy 
sources that are greener, encourage local economies and even save money. 
Through examples, this section also examines how local food promotion and 
local carbon credits can move communities towards environmental and eco-
nomic self-sufficiency while providing more local jobs and supporting the green 
local economy.

This section features examples from the following communities:

· The City of Vancouver

· The City of Dawson Creek

· The Fraser Valley (including The District of Kent, the City of Abbotsford,  
the City of Chilliwack, the District of Maple Ridge, the City of Pitt Meadows,  
the District of Mission and the Township of Langley)

· The District of Saanich
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sUsTainaBle anD eThical pURchasing in vancoUveR
We are what we consume. Every day we vote by purchasing particular products, 
letting companies know what our purchasing preferences are. What we buy has 
a huge impact on the people involved in various stages of product and service 
delivery. Of course, those with more money to spend have greater purchasing 
power and superior opportunities to impact the production process. Local gov-
ernments are powerful consumers, purchasing the many products and services 
required to maintain corporate operations. This is why many local government 
authorities have been looking closely at establishing ethical or sustainable inter-
nal purchasing policies to make sure their purchases are not supporting socially 
oppressive or environmentally damaging conditions. The City of Vancouver has 
an Ethical Purchasing Policy (epp) that helps to support innovation and provides 
markets for sustainable and ethically produced goods.

The City of Vancouver’s epp outlines the Supplier Code of Conduct (scc) 
for all the city’s suppliers and their subcontractors. The scc is one of the guid-
ing principles for Vancouver’s selection of business partners and suppliers. The 
scc supports international and local environmental regulations and focuses on 
adherence to the conventions of the United Nations’ International Labour Orga-
nization (ilo). The conventions’ aims include:

· elimination of child labour and forced labour;

· eradication of discrimination in the workplace;

· elimination of unsafe or unhealthy work environments;

· abolition of unjust disciplinary actions; and

· the promotion of the fundamental freedom to associate.
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Vancouver is not the only jurisdiction to examine internal purchasing policies 
and their impacts. In fact, many other public and private institutions, such as 
the City of Coquitlam, are looking into the total environmental, social and eco-
nomic costs associated with a product’s life cycle. More and more organizations 
are concerned with the geographic birthplace of a product and the transporta-
tion involved in delivering the product. Other factors that concern organizations 
include energy output and waste production.

Benefits to Sustainable Purchasing
There are many benefits to sustainable purchasing. For example, by buying a 
more sustainable product one can avoid some of the costs associated with waste 
management, hazardous material management and energy use. Sustainable pur-
chasing also makes business sense because it enhances corporate brand image 
and goodwill from the public—both of which provide a competitive advantage. 
Moreover, sustainable purchasing puts organizations ahead of the curve, because 
it will be easier for them to adapt to potentially stricter future health, environ-
mental and labour-safety regulations.

The shift towards ethical or sustainable purchasing helps to lower environ-
mental impacts by avoiding waste, promoting efficiency and minimizing toxins. 
Jurisdictions that have sustainable purchasing policies feel safer in knowing 
that the products they offer to residents are safe and healthy and adhere to basic 
ethical standards. Sustainable purchasing can also have substantial, positive eco-
nomic impacts.

When organizations implement sustainable purchasing policies, they help to 
develop markets for sustainable products and support progressive companies. 
Sustainable and ethical purchasing supports innovation as suppliers are forced to 
produce alternative products. The economic, social and environmental benefits 

“When organizations implement sustainable purchasing  
policies, they help to develop markets for sustainable  

products and support progressive companies.”
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of sustainable purchasing policies substantially increase when such policies are 
joined with buy-local policies. This is because a preference for local sourcing sup-
ports the multiplier effect, allowing money to circulate in the community longer 
while supporting local jobs that are more sustainable.

When buy-local policies accompany sustainable purchasing policies, the envi-
ronmental and social benefits are more visible in the community, and all the 
remunerations more directly benefit the community. Ideally, when designing sus-
tainable purchasing policies one would also include some provisions for buying 
local or using local suppliers (with room for flexibility). Especially in cases where 
local suppliers are cost-competitive with foreign suppliers, it can make social, 
environmental, financial and practical sense to buy local. This is particularly 
true if one considers the long-term full-cost accounting of such an initiative.

FoR moRe inFoRmaTion

City of Vancouver Ethical Purchasing Policy
http://vancouver.ca/policy_pdf/AF01401.pdf

Sustainable purchasing in general
www.metrovancouver.org/smartsteps
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ToWaRDs a sUsTainaBle economy in DaWson cReek
Many communities today are talking about sustainability and what it means to 
balance social, cultural, environmental and economic needs for all generations 
to come. The City of Dawson Creek in the Peace River region is putting these 
thoughts and words into practical action. With a booming economy thanks to 
the oil and gas sectors, the municipality has shifted its attention to the other 
components of sustainability.

Dawson Creek is taking the opportunity to invest in its arts and cultural 
programs and services, including an art gallery and a museum, in an effort to 
engage and retain youth and the retired population. Through participatory com-
munity visioning, the city has has identified and is working on other efforts to 
strengthen social capital. Particular emphasis is given in the city’s visioning doc-
ument to the health and fitness of the population.

The city has also been working towards the establishment of a local food- 
supply chain for food security reasons, as well expanding housing choices for res-
idents of various income levels. Above all, the City of Dawson Creek is renowned 
for its environmental actions. These include substantial support for green spaces 
within city limits, an ambitious recycling and waste-reduction program, water-
conservation bylaws to protect this natural resource, and one of the most ambi-
tious alternative energy projects ever undertaken by a local government in British 
Columbia.

Alternative Energy and Energy Conservation
The City of Dawson Creek has been an active municipal proponent of energy 
conservation and alternative energy sources. This is remarkable considering that 
the city is located in the heart of oil-and-gas country.

Dawson Creek’s green energy shift began with an internal audit of seven 
municipal buildings to find out where and how energy and cost savings could be 
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found. The findings were so supportive of local green energy, and solar energy 
in particular, that the city quickly moved towards placing solar hot water heat-
ers in all municipal buildings (the city hall, the fire hall, the rcmp building, the 
airport, the Sudeten community hall, and the public works yard). This made 
Dawson Creek one of the largest proponents of solar energy in British Columbia 
and led to the provincial task force overseeing solar energy implementation in 
local communities. The “100,000 Solar Roofs Policy Task Force” has a goal of 
100,000 solar roofs in British Columbia by 2020.

Dawson Creek has also been examining the potential for producing local bio-
mass fuel. A municipal report on local biofuel found that local resources such 
as grass straw and wood waste could be used to produce a greener fuel source 
in large enough volumes to heat most of the government facilities in the city.15 
Production of the required 2,500 tonnes of biofuel needed to run government-
owned properties in the city would create local jobs, eliminate waste, minimize 
pollutant output and produce cost savings. In fact, the city report estimated that 
the shift towards local biofuel from natural gas in fuelling government buildings 
would result in heating-cost savings of between $177,000 and $250,000 annu-
ally.16 Moreover, there may also be some substantial benefits from developing a 
local biomass-fuel industry, such as economic diversification, potential revenues 
from future carbon credits and improved air quality and health benefits.

Partnerships
The City of Dawson Creek sees itself as a leader in alternative energy produc-
tion, particularly in the north. To establish this leadership status, the city has 
been working on important, win-win partnership arrangements. Among these 
is a partnership with Northern Lights College to develop an educational curric-
ulum dealing with solar technology, with the solar hot water installation pro-
gram already implemented. Other partnerships include links with not-for-profit 
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organizations such as the Northern Environmental Action Team (neat) and the 
Pembina Institute. These partnerships have helped the city educate staff on prin-
ciples of sustainability and move the municipality towards energy conservation.

Dawson Creek has also focused on green procurement and a greener munici-
pal vehicle fleet. As part of this shift, the city has embraced a full-cost life-cycle 
analysis for vehicle purchases and other environmental investments. Dawson 
Creek has been persuasive in building a business case for a green shift.

Dawson Creek has also started looking into legislative opportunities to expand 
sustainability leadership into the broader external community. Such initiatives 
include bylaws to prevent idling and the establishment of solar-ready building 
requirements for all new homes.

The City of Dawson Creek continues to reevaluate its priorities, strategies and 
actions with the help of the entire community. A true and substantial shift will 
occur when local community members embrace the strategies and actions for 
sustainability. Local buy-in into plans and initiatives such as the comprehensive 
transportation plan is required from the public. The persistent focus on self-re-
liance, community building and participation through community-wide action 
will continue to produce positive outcomes. During our discussions with people 
who live in Dawson Creek and Fort St. John, they noted that the green shift and 
its potential positive economic outcomes may be a hard sell in oil country, par-
ticularly during harder economic times.

FoR moRe inFoRmaTion

City of Dawson Creek
www.dawsoncreek.ca

Sustainable Dawson Creek
www.planningforpeople.ca

Solar BC
www.solarbc.ca

“Dawson Creek has been persuasive in  
building a business case for a green shift.”
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ciRcle FaRm ToUR in The FRaseR valley
Blessed with an abundance of resources and assets, the Fraser Valley is cur-
rently experiencing a population boom. People are drawn to this culturally, 
socially, environmentally and economically diverse area. However, as the popu-
lation explosion puts pressure on the environment, it also puts pressure on the 
economy, because economic activity in this region is dependent on a functioning 
ecosystem.

Rapid population growth and sprawl, combined with some poor histori-
cal land-use decisions are leading to transportation congestion, air pollution, 
destruction of fish habitat, loss of agricultural land and soil erosion. When it 
comes to land use, the Fraser Valley has a mixture of urban, industrial, park and 
agricultural lands. Increasingly, land use is a contentious and socially divisive 
topic, particularly along the urban-rural divide. This is because the Fraser Valley 
is home to some of British Columbia’s and Canada’s most productive agricultural 
lands. These lands are being lost at an alarming rate to suburban subdivisions, 
shopping strips and roads. Paradoxically, this is occurring at a time when popula-
tion growth is creating a greater need for a healthy, sustainable food supply.

The growing disconnect between people and their food supply, the demand 
for local food products from some consumers, concerns about the loss of agricul-
tural lands, and the need to support local growers, who face fierce global compe-
tition, prompted the creation of the Circle Farm Tour in 2003. The Fraser Basin 
Council, in cooperation with the District of Kent and some local farmers, started 
the tour to promote local agriculture in Aggasiz, a farming community on the 
flood plain of the Fraser River. The program has experienced a high level of suc-
cess in promoting agro-tourism, local food production and local economic devel-
opment. This success is especially remarkable given that the program is young 
and requires a relatively low amount of resources.
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Working in cooperation, the three groups put together a map of Agassiz that 
highlighted local agricultural events in the community, agricultural heritage 
sites, fairs and farms that provided produce for the general public. The Fraser 
Basin Council worked closely with local farmers to assist them in establishing 
facilities that would provide a positive experience for visitors. Some farms had to 
plan for and provide wheelchair access to the property, parking facilities (includ-
ing bus parking), bathroom facilities, tours, gift shops, stores and other such fea-
tures. The Circle Farm Tour was a great success from the beginning, as many 
people from the surrounding areas came to shop and learn about where food 
comes from and how it is produced.

The Circle Farm Tour served to increase tourism and interest in the area, 
generate revenue for local farmers and merchants, promote local food and agri-
culture and educate the general public about the social, environmental and eco-
nomic benefits of purchasing local food.

In 2004 Tourism Abbotsford was searching for creative promotional oppor-
tunities when it encountered the Circle Farm Tour. It decided to adopt the same 
program with help from program organizers in Agassiz. Once again, the program 
proved to be extremely successful. Soon after, Tourism Abbotsford coordinated 
a meeting that saw municipal officials responsible for tourism and economic 
development from Agassiz, Abbotsford, Chilliwack, Maple Ridge–Pitt Meadows 
and Mission meet to discuss the implementation of a region-wide Circle Farm 
Tour. In 2005 the region-wide program was implemented, with each member 
community contributing funds and producing their own maps. An agreement 
established a shared budget for the promotion of the program, with each member 
community providing $4,000. These funds were further leveraged through 
organizations such as the Vancouver, Coast and Mountains Tourism Region, who 
made additional contributions.
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Since 2005 the program has seen further growth. This growth includes:

· the development of a website for the program;

· the production of a regional brochure;

· the hiring of a summer student to coordinate trade show efforts;

· the establishment of a presence at the Pacific National Exhibition (pne); and

· the addition of Langley as another program partner.

The Circle Farm Tour helps to strengthen local economies by focusing on 
asset-based development and encouraging self-reliance and localization. The 
program accomplishes this by supporting a well-established, local, small-scale 
agricultural industry and by enhancing efforts to move towards food sufficiency. 
Furthermore, the program has supported collective action and internal and 
external network building among member municipalities and its residents. This 
program also works to educate the public and raise awareness about the impor-
tance of agribusiness and the need to preserve agricultural lands when it comes 
to the establishment of a sustainable and environmentally aware society. For all 
its efforts, in 2007 the Circle Farm Tour program received an award for market-
ing efforts from the Economic Development Association of British Columbia.

FoR moRe inFoRmaTion

Circle Farm Tour
www.circlefarmtour.com

Vancouver, Coast and Mountains Tourism Region
www.vcmbc.com

Fraser Basin Council
www.fraserbasin.bc.ca

“The Circle Farm Tour helps to strengthen local  
economies by focusing on asset-based development  
and encouraging self-reliance and localization.”
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caRBon cReDiTs pRogRam in The DisTRicT oF saanich
The District of Saanich has been moving towards becoming a more environmen-
tally friendly municipality for many years. Initiatives to green the municipality 
have been both internal and external. Most recently the district introduced bicy-
cle-parking zoning guidelines in the Official Community Plan to help promote 
the use of cycling within Saanich, adopted a bylaw banning outdoor burning 
to minimize air pollution, undertook an environmental awareness campaign, 
established a financial incentive program for private sector green buildings, 
introduced a fleet retrofitting program that increased fuel efficiency and reduced 
emissions while saving money and undertook BC Hydro’s community challenge 
to become electricity-self-sufficient by 2016. The list of environmental initiatives 
that Saanich is spearheading is long and impressive. All of these initiatives have 
been helpful in lowering the municipality’s environmental impact while support-
ing community self-sufficiency. 

The municipality has bigger plans and ambitions. Saanich wants to become 
a leader in the new green economy and take advantage of all the potential eco-
nomic opportunities associated with such a position. The municipality embarked 
on the ambitious District of Saanich Carbon Neutral Plan in 2007, with clear 
greenhouse gas–reduction targets and a local carbon credit scheme to help 
achieve the prescribed goals.

The District of Saanich Carbon Neutral Plan calls for a 10 per cent reduction 
from the 2004 baseline data in corporate greenhouse gases by 2010 through 
building, fleet and other efficiencies. The plan also led to the creation of a munic-
ipal carbon-neutral reserve fund. The fund is set aside to offset the municipality’s 
carbon footprint through local green projects and initiatives.

This fund has proven to be highly controversial. Some deep ecologists believe 
that carbon offsets such as Saanich’s reserve fund are a way to inexpensively 
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put off actual carbon reductions. However, the carbon-neutral reserve fund was 
established to provide funding for new local greenhouse gas–reducing technolo-
gies and initiatives. In fact, the fund operates on the basis of strict principles 
of practice: that funding emphasis should be on the most effective technologies 
for reducing greenhouse gases; that the fund must exclude funding for initia-
tives that are already in the municipal expenditure plan, and that the funding 
must only be provided for initiatives within the municipality’s jurisdiction. Such 
guidelines make the fund environmentally and economically effective, support-
ing net carbon reductions for the municipality while encouraging the creation of 
local green jobs. Examples of local carbon-offset projects could include urban for-
estry, geo-exchange, transportation demand management and many others. The 
district estimates that it will cost about $90,000 to offset the corporate carbon 
footprint, or $15 per tonne annually.

Saanich has enabled citizens to pay into the local carbon-neutral reserve fund 
to offset personal emissions. The municipality has set up a website where resi-
dents can calculate their personal carbon footprint and offset it with local proj-
ects that benefit the community. The public contributions are kept separate from 
offsets used for municipal operations, and, although the funding is used to pay 
for same or similar projects, the public’s contributions do not directly assist the 
corporate carbon offsets and are used only for additional personal offsets.

The District of Saanich has shown much leadership when it comes to the 
environment. In so doing, the municipality has positioned itself to become one 
of the first local jurisdictions in British Columbia to become carbon neutral. 
Moreover, in the process the municipality has been able to move towards energy 
self-reliance and long-term energy cost savings, setting a positive example for 
its residents by encouraging others to take personal responsibility for personal 
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actions. Although at this early stage it is hard to evaluate the effectiveness of 
Saanich’s green shift when it comes to economic stimulation and economic base 
diversification, one would assume that the Carbon Neutral Plan, in concert with 
other green initiatives, would support and benefit local job creation.

FoR moRe inFoRmaTion

Sustainable Steps Towards a Greener Saanich
www.saanich.ca/climate/climatedetails.html#cneutral

Saanich Carbon Neutral Plan
www.saanich.ca/climate/pdfs/carbonneutral.pdf

Sustainable Saanich Carbon Neutral Donation
https://saanich.ca:8443/webapp/cop
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Creative Tools for Local  
Economic Development
what else is out there when it comes to local economic development? What 
other creative local economic tools or programs are available for local govern-
ments? This section outlines four other economic development initiatives that 
are available to communities in British Columbia.

This section explores the establishment of Business Improvement Areas and 
participatory governance, local currency, community bonds and business coach-
ing. All of these tools are very different. Yet they stimulate local development 
and lead to funding for local development projects in British Columbia. If any-
thing, these cases may inspire and open the door to the world of possibilities and 
opportunities outside the prescribed lines of traditional economic development.

This section features examples from the following communities:

· The City of Langley (Business Improvement Areas)

· Saltspring Island (local currency)

· The Village of New Denver (community bonds)

· The City of Parksville and the Town of Qualicum Beach  
(joint business coaching and mentorship program)
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BUsiness impRovemenT aReas (langley)
Business Improvement Areas (bias) are member-led organizations that work 
to assist local business people and property owners in upgrading and promot-
ing their businesses and shopping districts and the overall vitality of their neigh-
bourhoods. They encourage trade, commerce, and socio-economic activity. bias 
are created by local governments, usually upon the request of the local business 
community. They raise funds through membership and enhance the manage-
ment of the business area.17

A proposed bia must seek and obtain approval from the local municipal 
authority in order to formally exist. At the local level, the approval process in 
British Columbia varies, but it usually requires a vote among the proposed mem-
bership. If a majority approves the organization and the bylaws then the bia can 
be established. Funds for bias in British Columbia are raised through diverse 
means, but are usually tied to a mandatory assessment on the real property of 
every bia member. The municipality usually tags the bia levy onto the prop-
erty tax bills of members, making sure that all members pay into the fund. 
The municipalities then pass on all the bia levies to the bia to administer the 
funding.

Individual bias define their own funding arrangement in their bylaws. 
The bylaws and bia structures are reviewed on a regular basis by the mem-
bership, often at the bia annual general meeting when the board of directors 
is elected. With input from the membership and assistance from the bia staff, 
it is the responsibility of the board of directors to oversee the operations of the 
organization.

By creating a bia, local business and commercial property owners agree to 
be taxed an extra levy to pay for local improvements. The collected revenues are 
generally used to enhance security, provide maintenance, market and promote 
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the area, fund cultural and social neighbourhood events, increase accessibility 
and support the general economic development of the area.18 bias also play an 
important advocacy role, speaking out and raising awareness about issues impor-
tant to the membership. bias are required to be open and transparent organi-
zations, particularly when it comes to finances. The host municipality requires 
bias to provide annual financial statements for accountability purposes.

bias originated in Toronto, Ontario, in 1969. In 1988 British Columbia 
became the eighth province in Canada to introduce legislation allowing local 
governments to form bias. Salmon Arm was the first BC community to estab-
lish a bia, in 1989. Later that same year, Vancouver followed, with two bias in 
the neighbourhoods of Gastown and Mount Pleasant. Today, the bia model has 
expanded to various parts of British Columbia and, indeed, the word. There are 
bia-like structures in the United States, the United Kingdom, South Africa, Hol-
land and Japan.

Currently, there are about fifty bias in British Columbia.19 Business Improve-
ment Areas of BC (biabc) estimates that the well-established bias in British 
Columbia represent over sixty thousand businesses, as well as over $16.5 billion 
in land value.20 Collectively, bias in British Columbia are estimated to have an 
operational budget of over $10 million a year, which does not include the sig-
nificant special project budgets and grant-based programs that bias sometimes 
oversee.21

From the local government’s perspective, a bia offers many advantages to 
the community.As self-help organizations, bias provide social services to the 
community at little to no cost to the local government. For example, many bias 
provide benches, flowers, banners, security, greater accessibility initiatives, mar-
keting programs, festivals and many other services. bias also support localization 
and local economies. Most bias focus on local business retention and promotion, 

“BIAs play a role in economic diversification and robust  
local economies by supporting small-scale merchants  
and minimizing economic leaks.”
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as well as the overall economic health of the shopping district. Therefore bias 
significantly contribute to the community’s economic vitality and the well-being 
of the municipal tax base. bias help to build stronger communities by facilitat-
ing involvement in district beautification and promotion. By establishing vibrant 
shopping districts, bias help to create communities where people are able to 
work, recreate and live.

bias play a role in economic diversification and robust local economies by 
supporting small-scale merchants and minimizing economic leaks. By advocat-
ing for the consumption of local products and services, bias help to minimize 
the distance that products and services travel before reaching the customer and 
therefore also reduce the size of ecological footprints.

Downtown Langley Bia
One example of a bia represents downtown Langley. The Downtown Langley 
Merchants Association (dlma) focuses its efforts on attracting new customers to 
the area, improving accessibility to the district and branding. This vibrant shop-
ping district association represents some six hundred unique shops. The dlma 
works cooperatively with many community groups and the City of Langley to 
promote and enhance the area and is one of the groups that was consulted in the 
development of the new Downtown Langley Master Plan.

The dlma does more than advocate. It promotes a strong community identity 
and gives back to the local community by putting on annual community events 
such as the Magic of Christmas Parade. The dlma and other bias are therefore 
strong economic development and community building tools.

When one thinks about some of the most economically successful and 
socially vibrant neighborhoods in British Columbia, one will usually unknow-
ingly think of an area that has a bia. For example, in Vancouver one may think 
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of Commercial Drive, Gastown, Robson Street, Yaletown or Chinatown. In the 
rest of the province, one may think of other places, such as Fort Langley or the 
downtowns of Nanaimo, Victoria, Kelowna, Penticton or Quesnel. All of these 
communities have a vibrancy that is largely due to the efforts of the local bias.

FoR moRe inFoRmaTion

Business Improvement Areas of British Columbia
www.bia.bc.ca

Downtown Langley Merchants Association
www.downtownlangley.com
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With a population of around 10,500 people, Saltspring Island has a reputation 
for being a different kind of place. Snuggled against the eastern side of Vancou-
ver Island, Saltspring is a quiet place that has long provided refuge for those 
wanting to escape the daily rush. Saltspring attracts a great deal of artists and 
artisans, sport enthusiasts, adventure seekers, academics and organic farmers. 
This population mixture gives the island its alternative-lifestyle persona, accom-
panied by strong community pride and a rebellious, independent spirit. On this 
island, it is more than just small-community gossip and fresh air that circulates 
freely. Saltspring is home to Salt Spring Dollars, also known as “funny money,” 
the island’s own currency, which is widely used and accepted.

Indeed, Salt Spring Dollars (hereafter ssds) are completely legal. No laws 
are broken by having them or using them. Legally, ssds are gift certificates with 
no expiry date. When accepting ssds as change from a local merchant or using 
them to pay for goods and services on the island, one is technically buying and 
using a gift certificate that is redeemable almost everywhere on the island.

There are many benefits to local currencies. Local currencies encourage 
people to shop locally, since local currencies are only redeemable in the commu-
nity in which they are produced. Local currencies support the multiplier effect 
by keeping the money circulating within the community for a longer period of 
time. For a community this generally means more local employment opportuni-
ties and greater local product and service options. Local shopping also means 
that products and services travel less to get to the consumer, and this means a 
lower ecological footprint.

The Salt Spring Island Monetary Foundation (hereafter ssimf) is the brain-
child of Bob McGinn and Eric Booth. The ssimf came as a result of a round-ta-
ble discussion sponsored by the Sustainable Salt Spring Island Coalition and was 
inspired by the effects of local currencies on smaller island nations.
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Since conception in 2001, the ssds have been issued by the ssimf, a non-
profit society that oversees all aspects of the currency. The ssimf has special 
trust accounts set up at financial institutions on the island, allowing individuals 
and businesses to exchange ssds for Canadian dollars at any financial institu-
tion in the community, at a rate of one to one. The ssimf pegs local dollars to 
national currency and backs all its ssds with Canadian dollars. This allows the 
island’s financial institutions to treat ssds as ssimf-issued cheques when cash-
ing them. The ssimf trust fund is important not just because it backs the com-
munity currency but also because it allows the ssimf to invest profits made from 
the currency on progressive and sustainable island initiatives.

Most people will acquire ssds as change while shopping at local businesses, 
because ssds circulate freely in the community. However, one can also purchase 
ssd bills (which come in one-, two-, five-, ten-, twenty-, fifty-, and one-hundred-
dollar increments) at the island’s financial institutions, the visitors’ centre, which 
has a bank machine that issues ssds, or at most major businesses (for example, 
Thrifty Foods).

The ssimf is a prime example of a grassroots movement. The ssimf was 
established with local private investment and exists as a result of sound and pru-
dent management. The ssimf to date has never received any grants and is in no 
way financially assisted by local or regional government. It is a citizen-based soci-
ety with a mission of “raising funds for worthwhile community projects while 
promoting local commerce and goodwill.” 22

The ssds are colourful, well secured and high quality. These bills incorporate, 
showcase and celebrate island landscapes, local artists and artworks and local 
history. The detail and quality of the currency makes the ssds a novelty item 
for large numbers of tourists who visit Saltspring Island every year and for cur-
rency collectors from all over the world. In fact, the ssimf makes profits when 
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constantly reinvesting its profits in more ssds and in local sustainability projects, 
such as an alternative-energy generation plant, local transportation, interest-free 
microloans for local organic farmers and a local radio station, just to name a few.

The ssimf and its ssds help to establish cultural and social capital and sup-
port a sense of identity and pride, as well as to aid tourism by engaging the locals 
in economic activities and sustainability discussions and promoting local history 
and culture on the ssds. The ssimf also supports economic and environmental 
sustainability by encouraging locals to shop locally rather than off the island and 
by re-investing profits in additional sustainable island initiatives. Therefore local 
currency supports localization, collective action and asset-based development by 
turning the island’s geographic isolation into an economic opportunity.

For all these reasons, ssimf is a great example of what is possible when a 
small group of dedicated citizens commit to being positive local change agents 
through internal network-building and a focus on the environment. The ssimf 
takes advantage of the island’s tourism-based economy and its reputation for 
alternative lifestyles to support local businesses while providing critical funding 
for local sustainability initiatives.

FoR moRe inFoRmaTion

Salt Spring Island Monetary Foundation
www.saltspringdollars.com

Other local currencies and local trade initiatives
www.calgarydollars.ca

www.lets.victoria.bc.ca

“Local currencies encourage people to shop locally,  
since local currencies are only redeemable in the  

community in which they are produced.”
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A strong and healthy community requires social infrastructure to support and 
unite the people. Social infrastructure projects such as libraries, community 
halls, recreation facilities and public squares can do wonders for bringing a com-
munity together. Such community infrastructure and services help build social 
capital in the community and foster a sense of pride in place. However, one of 
the biggest issues facing most communities in British Columbia is finding the 
funds for such projects. Funding can be especially challenging for smaller com-
munities with smaller tax bases. One potential solution that communities may 
turn to for raising funds to pay for local infrastructure is the Community Bond 
Program.

Administered by the Municipal Finance Authority (mfa) of British Columbia, 
the Community Bond Program involves the local community in fundraising for 
capital projects. Community bonds are usually sold to members of the commu-
nity, although the mfa’s program does provide the option of community bonds 
partially being sold on the open market.

Community bonds represent a win-win situation for all parties involved. For 
residents, the bonds provide an investment opportunity that is secure, provides 
a higher interest rate than Canada Savings Bonds and is ethically and socially 
responsible and beneficial. The local authorities also benefit through savings on 
on interest repayment, because community bonds demand lower rates than the 
regular financial bond markets. Moreover, the whole community benefits from 
additional infrastructure while the bonds support the local multiplier effect and 
keep the money in the area. In the process, the bonds create local employment 
and economic opportunities.

Locally elected officials have control over the type of project that is funded 
and the exact financial arrangement, though the Municipal Finance Authority 
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of British Columbia acts as a bond issuer and seller, providing the bonds with the 
highest “aaa” credit rating. Examples of the Community Bond Program in action 
include the Village of New Denver, which in 2005 raised $220,000 for the 
paving of roads in the area, and the Village of Montrose, which in 2004 raised 
$200,000 to fund electrical upgrades and power line installation. Community 
Bonds are a great way to raise funds for an infrastructure project in a way that 
benefits the community by supporting collective action, encouraging buy-in into 
local projects and favouring participation and local self-reliance.

FoR moRe inFoRmaTion

BC Community Bond Program
www.mfa.bc.ca/bonds.htm

“Community bonds represent a win-win  
situation for all parties involved.”
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BUsiness-To-BUsiness assisTance  
(paRksville anD qUalicUm Beach)
The City of Parksville and Town of Qualicum Beach, which neighbour each 
other, are renowned retirement hot spots. Such reputations are both a blessing, 
as retired individuals bring capital that stimulates economic activity, and a chal-
lenge, as the retired population cohort puts stresses and strains on some social 
services and may lead to a concentration of economic activities. The Oceanside 
Region, where Parksville and Qualicum Beach are situated, is building on the 
assets that a retired population brings. In the greater Parksville and Qualicum 
Beach areas, a joint partnership program called Business Assistance for Success-
ful Enterprise (also known as base) is working to utilize and showcase the abili-
ties, talents and opportunities of local populations.

base is a program that promotes local job growth by helping community 
members identify and overcome barriers to local business retention and growth. 
base follows the principle that job growth happens largely through local inves-
tors and entrepreneurs from within the community and from already-established 
local firms that are expanding, rather than through new-business-attraction 
strategies and initiatives. What makes base particularly interesting and highly 
forward-thinking is that this program utilizes local community assets to estab-
lish a team approach for business success.

The base program provides participating local established and establish-
ing businesses and entrepreneurs with access to a business coach and a mentor-
ship team. Both provide participants with a wealth of knowledge, experience 
and skills. At the start a business coach meets with a business person. Through 
a structured interview, the coach identifies the main challenges facing the 
business person. The issues vary but include topics such as business planning, 
financing, marketing, research, production, labour and market access and so on. 
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The base coach assists the participant by cooperatively establishing a plan to 
address the issues that were identified. The coach may assign a member of the 
mentorship team to assist the participant with plan implementation and further 
communication.

The base mentorship team is made up of about thirty-five volunteers, who are 
mostly retired and who bring many years of business experience to the program. 
This approach utilizes asset-based development by allowing retired business 
people to contribute to the community by providing their time and knowledge to 
local businesses. This program supports policy capacity and emphasizes self-re-
liance by engaging the citizens in socio-economic policy-making. Furthermore, 
the program encourages the establishment of an internal social network of pro-
fessionals, agencies and other resources within the community by promoting a 
team-based approach to economic development.

Most importantly, the base program is free to all residents of the Oceans-
ide area and is confidential. The program is funded through monetary and in-
kind donations by sponsor organizations. The Island Coastal Economic Trust 
(icet) was financially instrumental at the start of the program. The City of 
Parksville also provided core support. Other contributors include the chambers 
of commerce, Community Futures, a local credit union, a local newspaper and 
local associations and societies. The base program is therefore a good exam-
ple of a community supporting local businesses, which in return support the 
community.

FoR inFoRmaTion

Parksville Economic Development
www.businessbythebeach.com
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Endnotes
1 “Global factors” generally refers to globalization and other global changes, including climate 

change. Local factors include local identity, work ethics and traditions, as well as cultural and 
natural environments, which can and do impact on the economic and social life of a community. 
In terms of population dynamics, in- and out-migration of populations can significantly impact  
the cultural, social, environmental and economic conditions of an area. The ability of these factors 
to influence local economic conditions depends on local power structures and interplays of  
competing interests. See oecd, Territorial Indicators of Employment: Focus on Rural Development 
(Paris, 1996).

2 According to Ida Terluin, these local responses “depend to a large degree on the structural  
and institutional make-up of a community, its history, the local leadership, and how the effects 
of restructuring are interpreted: as a threat or as an opportunity.” See Ida Terluin, “Differences 
in Economic Development in Rural Regions of Advanced Countries,” Journal of Rural Studies 19, 
(2003): 327–44.

3 The case studies are based on semi-structured interviews with people who are working on  
local economic development initiatives in their respective communities, as well as community 
members. The author conducted the interviews between June and December 2008. Ten  
interviews were conducted in person with elected officials, economic development officers and 
community members, and ten were conducted over the phone or via email. The author visited the 
communities of Salmon Arm, Revelstoke, Osoyoos, Ganges, Quesnel and Parksville in person and 
conducted between one and six in-person interviews in each of these communities. As  
well, books, official reports, websites and magazine and newspaper articles were used as  
sources of information.

4 Thomas Michael Power, Lost Landscapes and Failed Economies: The Search for a Value of Place 
(Washington, D.C.: Island Press, 1996), 7. 

5 Ibid.
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6  Survey conducted by Columbia Institute Centre for Civic Governance, February 2008.

7  External Advisory Committee on Cities and Communities, From Restless Communities to  
Resilient Places: Building a Stronger Future for all Canadians, Final report of the External Advisory 
Committee on Cities and Communities (Ottawa, 2006). Available at http://www.ontariomcp.ca/
files/From%20Restless%20Communities%20to%20Resilient%20Places-Harcourt.pdf.

8  Michael Jacobs, The Green Economy: Environment, Sustainable Development and the Politics  
of the Future (Vancouver: ubc Press, 1993). 

9 See Salmon Arm Economic Development Society at www.salmonarmedc.com

10 Learn more about the Revelstoke Community Foundation at http://www.revelstokecc.bc.ca/ 
communityfoundation/aboutus.htm.

11 Joseph P. Kalt, Constitutions, Culture, and the Wealth of Nations: Economic Development on American 
Indian Reservations (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, forthcoming); and Joseph P. Kalt, ed., 
What Can Tribes Do? Strategies and Institutions in American Indian Economic Development (Los  
Angeles: American Indian Studies Center, ucla, 1992).

12 City of Quesnel, A Prosperous and Sustainable Way Forward for Quesnel, BC: A Business Plan  
for Community Economic Development, (Quesnel, 2008), 5. 

13 Ibid.

14 Ibid, 3.

15 City of Dawson Creek, Potential for Bio-Energy in Dawson Creek, report (2008). Available at 
http://www.planningforpeople.ca/is/sustainability_planning/energy/natural_gas/documents/
Potential_for_Bio-Energy_in_DC.pdf.

16 Ibid.
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17  Bradley Segal, ABC’s for Creating BIDs (Washington, D.C.: International Downtown  
Association, 2002). 

18 Lawrence Houstoun, Jr., Business Improvement Districts, second edition. (Washington, D.C.:  
Urban Land Institute, 2003). 

19 The exact number of bias in British Columbia is hard to calculate since many such organizations 
are differently organized and structured, and some, particularly new and/or small bias, tend to 
drift in and out of existence.

20 Information from the biabc website, http://www.bia.bc.ca, accessed August 24, 2008.

21 Ibid.

22 Perry, E. Stewart. “Some Terminology and Definitions in the Field of Community Economic 
Development.” Making Waves 10 (2005): 20–23. 
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